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"This booklet is the dramatic, inspiring tale of a outstanding man, born in Germany, who
accomplished greatness and reputation within the United States, yet who, like many different
special persons, undeservedly pale from history.Torn from a contented childhood, and desirous
Frederick L. Hoffman to go away Germany, he ultimately arrived here, conversing no English,
with $4.76 in his pocket. He stumbled on love and success. prior to he died, he authored 28
books and approximately 1200 released articles.This publication tells of his struggles and the
way he reached his goals, and used to be a pioneer in calling awareness to new public health
and wellbeing issues:· calling realization to the deadliness of asbestos (1918) · linking
melanoma and smoking (1915) · proving that silicosis was once Frederick L. Hoffman a true
affliction that was once killing millions of yank employees (1922) · offering preventive tools for
malaria regulate (1917) · predicting from his millions of air miles within the Frederick L. Hoffman
Nineteen Twenties that airplanes may change trains for long-distance passenger travel, and
likewise the chance that airplanes might turn into significant warfare machines · founding the
yank melanoma Society (1913) · supporting chanced on the yank Lung organization (1904)"
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